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Communicating through packaging

The packaging of a food product is important

for four reasons.

1 It should protect the product from physical

damage – nobody wants broken biscuits.

2 It should prevent the product from

deteriorating – nobody wants to eat dried-

out or soggy biscuits.

3 It should promote the product on the shelf

– nobody wants to spend a long time

finding a product to buy.

4 It should keep the product clean and fit to

eat.

The packaging will play a large part in

communicating the type and quality of the

product to potential consumers. In deciding

on the packaging for your food product you

will need to take all these factors into

account.

Types of packaging

There is a wide range of types of packaging

available, as shown in this table.

Type of packaging Example

glass bottles with screw-on caps soy sauce

plastic bottles with screw-on caps soft, fizzy drinks

plastic squeezy bottles with flip-tops tomato sauce

plastic tubs with peel-off foil lids yoghurt

glass jars with screw-on lids pickles

boxes with flaps breakfast cereals

bags with seals crisps

boxes with seals fruit juice

tubes with push-in lids Smarties

packets with seals snack bars

cans with push-in opener soft, fizzy drinks

tins with pull-off openers sardines

cook-in plastic tray with film lid ready-meals

foil and paper KitKat

foil pouch sports drinks

aerosols with valves whipped cream
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The look on the shelf

Whatever type of packaging you choose for

your food product you will need to make sure

that it promotes the product in an effective way.

There are several features that you will need to

consider.

The overall style

This is the most crucial design decision. It is

linked to both the type of product and the sort

of customer you see buying the product. If your

product is confectionery with a broad appeal,

for example: then it is important that the style is

recognizable as confectionery and does not

attract just a narrow section of customers.

Advertisements for Mars bars have shown a

range of people, from children to quite elderly

people, eating the product, suggesting broad

appeal. If however the product is for a

particular group, as in Pepsi Max, then the style

of the packaging should reflect this.

The name and brand of the product

Many food products have both a brand name and

a product name - Uncle Ben’s quick cook rice,

Kellogg’s cornflakes, Wall’s sausages, Cadbury’s

chocolate. Some of the food products sold at

supermarkets and large stores are own-brand

products – Sainsbury’s tomato ketchup, Tesco’s

beefburgers, Marks and Spencer’s Indian meal

for one, Boot’s low-calorie dishes.

To help establish a brand identity (these

cornflakes are Kellogg’s cornflakes) and brand

loyalty (I prefer Kellogg’s cornflakes to other

brands) the brand name for a particular

company will usually look the same whatever

product it appears on. So, the word ‘Cadbury’s’

always looks the same – same font, same

style, etc. – whatever the product. It is a major

and costly decision for a company to change

the look of its brand names and there have to

be very good marketing reasons for doing this.

A picture of the product

Products in transparent packaging do not need a

picture of the product because it is clearly visible.

Products in opaque packaging sometimes need

pictures of the product on the packaging to show

what the product is like. Often these show the

product in a serving setting and the words

‘Serving suggestion only’ emphasize that other

ingredients and preparation time are also needed.

Some products are so familiar and have such

strong product identities that even though they

cannot be seen, no picture is needed on the

packaging. This is true for many confectionery

products Mars bars are a good example, although

Smarties and M&Ms do show the product on their

packaging.

The stand-out factor

Whatever style and design of packaging you

produce you must ensure that it is easily

recognizable, communicates the nature of the

product effectively and stands out from similar

rival products that will be on display in the

same place.
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Producing mock-ups

You can show a client what the product will

look like on the shelf by producing a

packaging mock-up. Here are some

guidelines.

• For thin-film wrappers use

photocopies of high quality, colour

originals.

• For small boxes and card sleeves

draw out networks (with tabs) either

by hand or by using CAD software.

Print onto coloured card rather than

try to colour card by hand.

• For large boxes, carefully

disassemble those from existing

products so that they fold out flat, add

your packaging designs to the inside and

reassemble inside out.

• For tins, bottles and jars, clean off the

existing labels and add your own.

• For text, borders and simple images, use

desktop publishing and illustration software,

print out and paste onto the mock-up.

• For illustrations of products use printouts of

digital photographs, paste these onto the

mock-up.

Similar products, similar packaging, yet all different

Evaluating your packaging

One way to gauge the effectiveness of your

packaging is to compare it with rival

commercial packaging. To do this simply collect

a range of packaging from similar products that

are produced commercially. Arrange this

packaging on an image board and include your

own design as well. Ask yourself these

questions.

• Does it look slick and professional? If the

answer is ‘no’ ask yourself how you can

improve it.

• Does it have the same sort of look as the

other packaging? If the answer is ‘no’ then

you have to ask yourself whether your style

is right for this type of product.

• Does it stand out? If the answer is ‘no’ then

you have to ask yourself how you could

make it more distinctive without losing its

product identity.


